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Abstract. This contribution exemplifies a workflow for the quantitative opera-
tionalization and analysis of historical literary reception. We will show how to
encode literary historical information in a dataset that is suitable for quantita-
tive analysis and present a nuanced and theory-based perspective on automated
sentiment detection in historical literary reviews. Applying our method to cor-
pora of English and German novels and narratives published from 1688 to 1914
and corresponding reviews and circulating library catalogs, we investigate if a
text’s popularity with lay audiences, the attention from contemporary experts
or the sentiment in experts’ reviews can be predicted from textual features,
with the aim of contributing to the understanding of how literary reception as a
social process can be linked to textual qualities.

1. Introduction

For traditional literary studies approaches, the text itself is hardly ever the only subject
of investigation when addressing questions related to developments in literary history.
Instead, a wide range of complementary data, from letters to reviews and poetological
treatises, are employed to embed a text, its production, and its reception in a broader
literary historical context. Such a richness of detail and context is per definitionem not
achievable when working with quantitative methods: When analyzing hundreds or
thousands of texts, linking each and every one of them to their immediate context of
production and reception is simply not feasible. The first hurdle of such a context-heavy
quantitative approach is the lack of available data. In comparison to the entire mass of
literary history, there are only few literaryworks which have been researched thoroughly
enough to be described on all levels of production and reception. The second hurdle is
that of formalization and operationalization. Even if qualitative research about all texts
was available, this unstructured data would need to be digitized and operationalized to
be used for quantitative analysis, again leading to a loss of detail.

Building on context-sensitive approaches suggested in previous research, it is the aim of
this contribution to find an appropriate level of abstraction in “data-rich literary history”
(Bode 2018, 37–57) by exemplifying a workflow for the quantitative operationalization
and analysis of historical literary reception, and to use this newly formalized data
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Modeling and Predicting Literary Reception

to investigate if external markers of reception can be predicted from features of the
texts themselves. In the course of this paper, we will (1) show how to encode literary
historical information in a dataset that is suitable for quantitative analysis, and apply
this method to a collection of roughly 1,200 English and German novels and narratives
published between 1688 and 1914 along with data on the reception of these works by
their contemporaries, (2) present a nuanced and theory-based perspective on automated
sentiment detection in historical literary reviews, and (3) compare contemporary experts’
reviews and a text’s popularity to textual features that reflect a text’s complexity and
distinctiveness.

As part of a greater research interest in the comparative analysis of canonization pro-
cesses in English and German literary history (see Brottrager et al. 2021), our approach
operates between the poles of a text’s canonization status today – a result of a myriad of
stacked selection processes – and its reception by its immediate contemporaries. The
comparison between English and German literary history seems especially fruitful here,
as their classical periods are temporally and philosophically far apart. The German
classical period from 1770 to 1830 with its focus on the authorial genius and aesthetic
autonomy remains a figurative yardstick for subsequent generations of writers and
critics, ingraining the dichotomy of high and low literature in German literary history
(Heydebrand and Winko 1996, 151–157), while such a stark distinction is not encoded
in English literary history. By comparing these two very different traditions over a time
span that encompasses the German Classicism, but also the rise of the novel and the
so-called ‘Novellenflut’ as phenomena of popular fiction, we will be able to show how
initially well-received literary texts get lost in the so-called ‘Great Unread’, while others
are elevated into the canon.

We will begin by discussing examples of context-rich approaches to literary reception
and previous research on the categorization of reviews in the context of computational
literary analyses (Section 2). This overviewof practical applicationswill then be followed
by an in-depth examination of the theoretical background of verbal judgments and
evaluative actions in literary reception. Following the description of our canon-conscious
corpus selection, the paper’s third and fourth section will show how historical sources
of literary information can be encoded in a dataset by adding reviews as representations
of verbal value judgments (Section 3) and circulating library catalogs as proxies for
audiences’ interests (Section 4). The methodological part of this contribution (Section
5) will show how we have implemented a SentiArt-inspired approach (A. M. Jacobs
2019) to evaluative language for the differentiation of literary reviews. Then, we present
how we used the historical data introduced in previous sections to analyze to which
extent the popularity and reception of literary works can be explained with qualities of
the texts themselves (Section 6). In the discussion (Section 7), we will illustrate how
the theoretical framework of historical evaluation is reflected in our results.

2. Previous Work

While the examination of text-related metadata categories, such as authorial gender,
genre, publication date, and broad thematic categories has already been introduced
in early contributions to the field of Computational Literary Studies (CLS) (Jockers
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2013; Moretti 2013), the study of reception-related data is not yet as established. Some
studies have suggested measures of prestige and popularity (Algee-Hewitt et al. 2016;
Porter 2018; Underwood 2019; Underwood and Sellers 2016), where these categories
reflect to some degree reception-related aspects: In their publication on literary prestige,
Underwood and Sellers define prestige as a dichotomy by distinguishing poems accord-
ing to whether or not they were reviewed in prestigious journals (2016, 323–325, see
also Underwood 2019, 68–110). Algee-Hewitt et al. (2016) similarly determine a text’s
prestige, but do so by operationalizing the category as the number of bibliographical
entries in the MLA featuring the author as the “Primary Subject Author”. Additionally,
they introduce the category of popularity, modeled as the combination of the number of
reprints and translations (2016, 3). Capturing modern readers’ responses, Porter (2018)
constructs a score representing the popularity of authors by combining Goodreads
metrics (the number of ratings, the number of reviews, and the author’s average rating).

The hesitation to include historical reviews as actual textual data seen in the examples
above is understandable: Reviews often have to be retro-digitized before they can be
analyzed, and established methods developed for categorizing shorter, more straight-
forward modern language reviews such as sentiment analysis are not as reliable when
confronted with historical language. Du and Mellmann (2019) address these issues
and suggest a multi-layered approach when dealing with historical reviews: Instead of
relying solely on lexicon-based sentiment analysis,1 they aggregated a metric that takes
the distance between sentiment expression and author name into account to ensure that
value judgments directly connected to an author’s work are more strongly weighted.
Combined with textual features such as (lemmatized) 𝑛-grams with weights based on
tf-idf and word embeddings, these sentiment values were then used to train a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) which correctly identified positive, negative, and neutral sen-
tences extracted from reviews with an overall average accuracy of 0.64 and up to 0.76
for only positive and negative sentences (Du and Mellmann 2019, 11).

When discussing the historical specificity of literary reviews and their implicitly marked
registers (2019, 13), Du andMellmann hint at elements of verbal judgments that are also
extensively investigated byHeydebrand andWinko (1996) in their introductory work on
evaluation in literature. According to Heydebrand and Winko (1996, 62), verbal value
judgments can be defined as illocutionary acts of utterance through which an object
is ascribed an attributive value. This attributive value in turn links back to a defined
value system.2 Different value systems lead to different attributive values: While in one
historical context a specific characteristic is seen as valuable, it can be ascribed less value
in another historical period (Heydebrand and Winko 1996, 111–131, 134–162).

In addition to verbal value judgments, Heydebrand and Winko elaborate on social
components of evaluation, especially those connected to selection processes. They
point out that decisions for or against a text are evaluative operations that structure

1. Du and Mellmann use a manually modified version of the German sentiment lexicon SentiWS (Remus et al.
2010).
2. Heydebrand and Winko 1996, 62: ”Sprachliche Wertungen zählen zu den illokutionären Akten. Von
anderen Sprechhandlungen unterscheiden sie sich durch eine besondere Art der Zuschreibungsbeziehung: Sie
schreiben einem Objekt mittels eines Wertausdrucks einen attributiven Wert zu, und zwar auf der Grundlage
eines axiologischen Werts und bestimmter Zuordnungsvoraussetzungen.” (”Verbal value judgements belong
to the illocutionary acts. They differ from other speech acts by a special kind of attributive relation: They
attribute a value to an object by means of a value expression, on the basis of an axiological value and certain
attributive presuppositions.” Translation by the authors).
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all levels of the literary system, from a publisher’s acceptance of a manuscript to a
reader’s individual buying decision (1996, 79). Selective decisions by literary critics3

are especially impactful, as the existence of professional reviews spotlights a text when
compared to the mass of all other published but unreviewed competitors (1996, 99).

Similar to our previous work on the issue of canonization (Brottrager et al. 2021),
introducing an operationalization for contemporary reception based on the theoretical
framework provided by Heydebrand and Winko (1996) aims at creating comparability
within our own project, but is also part of a greater effort in the field of CLS to find
suitable, reproducible, and adaptable implementations for complex literary concepts
(see Alvarado 2019; Pichler and Reiter 2021; Schröter et al. 2021).

3. Corpora

For the compilation of our two corpora, we systematically adapted an approach proposed
by Algee-Hewitt and McGurl (2015) in their contribution on creating a balanced novel
corpus for the 20th century. To tackle what they call “dilemmas of selection” (2015, 1),
they combine existing best-of and bestseller lists with commissioned lists of novels
suggested by experts of Feminist and Postcolonial Studies to create a corpus that entails
multiple dimensions of canonicity: First, a very narrowly defined normative canon of
the ‘best’ novels written in the 20th century, second, financially successful and thus
presumably popular novels, and third, novels belonging to an alternative canon of
marginalized texts. In contrast to “samples of convenience” usually found in readily
available online collections, which are “no doubt equally, if not more biased than the lists
we have assembled” (2015, 22), using a predefined corpus list allows for a monitoring
of availability issues and canonical biases.

For corpora covering the Long 18th and 19th Century (1688-1914), comparable lists are
not or only partially available. To be able to still apply a similar logic, we had to find a
way to adequately replace both existing and commissioned lists. As described above,
the lists represent different dimensions of the canon, which can also be replicated when
using lists of mentions extracted from differently motivated literary histories and other
secondary sources. By relying on lists of texts deemed relevant by experts with different
focal points, we would still be able to contrast the ”found” corpus (2015, 4) of already
digitized material with a ”made” list (2015, 15) of, if not commissioned, but still pur-
posely gathered texts. To capture the essence of normative best-of lists, we used highly
condensed and consequently exclusive narrative literary histories and anthologies. Lists
of popular literature and marginalized literary texts were reconstructed by including
specialized sources (e.g. sources on light fiction and popular genres, companions to liter-
ature by female authors and literature from geographical peripheries) and by surveying
the broader academic canon (e.g. companions to specific genres and periods).

The resulting list was then used as a basis for the corpus compilation. In a first iteration,
we checked online full-text repositories.4 For texts not available as digitized full-text,

3. Heydebrand and Winko call them and other professional agents in the literary field “Verarbeiter” (=
processors) (1996, 99)
4. Textgrid, Deutsches Textarchiv (DTA), Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO), Project Gutenberg
US, Projekt Gutenberg-DE, Project Gutenberg Australia, Project Gutenberg Canada, Sophie, ebooks@Adelaide
(no longer available, but still accessible through the Internet Archive).
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Figure 1: Temporal distribution of texts in our corpora.

we looked for high-quality scans or scanned and retro-digitized them ourselves. As
Algee-Hewitt et al. (2016, 2) point out, the retro-digitization is cost- and time-intensive,
which is why we did not retro-digitize all missing entries, but deliberately included
texts that added a degree of diversity to our corpus because they were written by an
author not already included, represent a niche genre, or other forms of marginalized
literature. To ensure high-quality transcriptions, the workflow combines automated
optical character recognition (OCR) and manual post-corrections.

The compilation resulted in an English corpus of 605 and a German corpus of 547 texts.
The temporal distribution of publication dates in both corpora is shown in Figure 1.
In both corpora, the number of texts increases around 1770, which corresponds to
historically informed expectations linked to the rise of the novel in both English and
German literary history. Later spikes in the English corpus are primarily caused by the
inclusion of collections of (short) stories, which are incorporated as individual texts.

4. Complementary Data

To be able to model literary evaluation as described by Heydebrand and Winko (1996),
we expanded our dataset to include representations of verbal value judgments and read-
ers’ selective choices. While verbal value judgments are directly preserved in historical
reviews, the reconstruction of readers’ choices is not as straightforward. Transferring
Heydebrand and Winko’s idea of the buying decision to the time frame in question
seems impractical because particularly for earlier time periods covered by our corpora,
reliable sales numbers are not available. Additionally, we wanted to introduce a measure
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that explicitly encapsulates a text’s popularity with lay audiences in contrast to expert
opinions recorded in reviews, and historically, buying books was simply not the way
the majority of readers accessed their reading materials. Here, entries in circulating
library catalogs seem to be a better suited proxy: Circulating libraries relied heavily on
the popularity of the items they advertised and had to adapt to audiences’ preferences
in order to remain profitable (E. H. Jacobs 2003), which makes the existence of catalog
entries a suitable representation of a text’s popularity.

4.1 Reviews

In both the English and German-speaking Europe, the rise of literary periodicals coin-
cides with the commercialization of the literary market (see Italia 2012), which led to an
exponential growth of available reading material and a resulting need for selection. As a
consequence, literary periodicals can be seen as structuring devices (Plachta 2019) that
place the reviewed texts along a gradient from well to poorly received, but also distin-
guish between texts that were interesting enough to be reviewed and the remainingmass
of texts published at the same time. In addition to reviews being written by professional
readers, numerous influential publications were directly linked to central figures of
the literary sphere: Authors such as August Friedrich Kotzebue and Tobias Smollett,
for example, acted as founders and editors of the Blätter für literarische Unterhaltung
and The Critical Review, respectively. This direct involvement of authors as professional
reviewers (see Heydebrand and Winko 1996, 188–210) further accentuate the difference
between evaluations by (peer) experts and popularity with broader audiences, as it is
recorded in circulating library catalogs described below.

Due to the sheer number of literary journals published in the time span covered by our
corpora, the selection of representative journals is based on considerations of influence
and outreach, but also availability. For the English dataset, we were able to rely on
some already digitized reviews accessible through the database British Fiction 1800-1829
(Garside 2011, based on Garside and Schöwerling 2000) and used the corresponding
analogue bibliography for the time span from 1770-1799 (Raven and Forster 2000) to
locate referenced reviews. The database and bibliography primarily list reviews in The
Monthly Review (MR) (covering the years from 1800 to 1830) and The Critical Review (CR)
(1800-1817), but also feature references to La Belle Assemblée (BA) (1806-1830), Flowers of
Literature (FL) (1801-1809), and The Star (surveyed for 1800 through 1830). Additionally,
we consulted the database The Athenaeum Project (ATH) (City University London 2001)
which provides access to searchable indices of the eponymous journal published from
1828 to 1923. For the German dataset, we consulted the database Gelehrte Journale und
Zeitungen der Aufklärung (GJZ18 2021), but also relied heavily on the monthly and yearly
indices of selected journals which were especially influential during their respective
running time: Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung (ALZ) (1785-1849),Morgenblatt für gebildete
Stände (MGS) (1807-1865), Blätter für literarische Unterhaltung (BLU) (1826-1898), and
Deutsche Literaturzeitung (DL) (1880-1993).

As the available scan quality as well as the fonts and type settings differed widely
across the selected publications, we trained multiple recognition models using OCR4all
(Reul et al. 2019), which were then combined in several iterations of text recognition.
Collective reviews of multiple texts were split into parts concerning the referenced
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Figure 2: Temporal distribution of reviewed texts.

texts, and frequently featured lengthy quotes from the reviewed texts were replaced by
ellipses.

In sum, we have collected 254 English and 221 German reviews. As some of them
address the same texts, this results in 197 reviewed texts in the English and 176 reviewed
texts in the German corpus, which means that we were able to link almost a third of
each corpus to at least one historical review. Figure 2 shows the temporal distribution
of reviews for both corpora. With the exception of a major gap in reviews concerning
English texts from 1820 to 1830, which is most likely caused by the running time of the
surveyed journals, the reviews are quite evenly distributed from 1780 onward. The lack
of data before 1780 can again be linked to the selected journals, which is why all textual
analyses (see Section 6) will take this bias into account.

4.2 Circulating Libraries

Similar to the emergence of literary journals, the introduction of circulating libraries
is closely associated with the explosion of publication numbers related to the rise of
the novel and the revolution of reading in the second half of the 18th century (Martino
1990, 1–134). By lending books to people who, as Gamer puts it, “would never have
considered buying fiction” (2000, 65), circulating libraries can be seen as a form of
democratizing literary consumption. However, the libraries’ broadening target group
also caused concern with contemporaries, who warned against the moral corruption
caused by circulating libraries’ focus on crowd-pleasing light literature (Jäger 1982, 263–
264). Despite this criticism, circulating libraries became essential actors in the 19th

century literary market, with some libraries, such as Mudie’s Circulating Library, gaining
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Figure 3: Temporal distribution of entries in circulating library catalogs.

so much influence and ”purchasing power” that they could single-handedly ”sell or
condemn a book” (Katz 2017, 405).

Analogously to our approach to literary journals, the selection of specific catalogs is
determined by questions of importance and availability. The issue of availability is
more salient in this case: Compared to the number of preserved and recorded catalogs
(Martino 1990, 917–1017), only very few of them are available as digital surrogates,
which limits our options quite significantly. Nonetheless, we managed to find four
English and six German catalogs published between 1809 and 1907 and 1790 and 1901,
respectively, allowing for an adequate coverage of the 19th century. For the English
dataset, we surveyed the 1809 catalog ofW. Storry’s General Circulating Library (York), the
1829 catalog ofHookham’s Library (London), and two catalogs (1873 and 1907) forMudie’s
Select Library (London). Due to the municipal library of Vienna’s digital research focus
on library catalogs, the German dataset is heavily skewed towards Viennese libraries and
includes the 1790 and 1812 catalogs of rentable books at Johann Georg Binz’ bookstore,
Carl Armbruster’s 1813 catalog, J. August Bachmann’s 1851 catalog, Friedrich Gerold’s 1850
catalog, and the 1901 catalog of the Literatur-Institut Ludwig und Albert Last. Linking our
corpus texts with entries in these catalogs required a two-step approach: Due to the
diverging formats and indexing methods and inconsistent titles and spelling variations,
we combined a full-text search of automatically recognized text with a manual double-
check of indices for each catalog.

Of all 1,153 novels and narratives in our corpora, 763 were referenced in at least one of
the catalogs we surveyed. Especially the coverage for the English corpus is significant:
75.54 percent of all texts and 78.57 percent of all featured authors appear in at least
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one catalog. The same is true for 55.94 percent of all German texts and 54.34 percent
of all German-speaking authors. The temporal distribution of texts available in library
catalogs is presented in Figure 3. Whereas the circulating library entries for the German
texts are quite evenly distributed from 1780 to 1914, there is more variance in the English
corpus. From 1780 to 1890, the mean number of texts referenced in a catalog per year is
3.37, while for the years after 1890, the mean rises to 7.96. This is certainly due to the
inclusion of collections of stories mentioned in Section 3, but also indicates that the last
English catalog published in 1907 features many recent publications.

5. Methods

With our text collections and complementary historical reception data being made
available for quantitative analysis, we investigated whether a text’s reception can be
linked to certain textual qualities. For this, we formalized and summarized reviews with
sentiment analysis. We employed both an established and a custom sentiment analysis
tool and assigned a sentiment score to each review. Then, we extracted textual features
from our corpus texts that represent a text’s lexical and syntactic complexity and its
distinctiveness within the corpus. Based on these features and the reception data, we
trained classifiers to predict the popularity with both reviewers and lay audience and a
regression model to predict the sentiment scores of reviews.

5.1 Evaluative Language in Reviews

As described above, a basic sentiment analysis alone often fails to detect differences
between historical reviews (Du and Mellmann 2019). This is partially due to the tools
being designed for modern language usage but also due to specificities of evaluative
language in literary reviews. When examining the collected reviews, it becomes ap-
parent that especially negative reviews are often vague in their criticism and balance
out criticism by mentioning minor positive aspects. Additionally, the reviews differ
significantly in length – some of them consist of only a few sentences, while others
span over several pages, featuring detailed plot synopses. Unsurprisingly, tools such
as TextBlob (Loria 2018) and its extension for German, textblob-de (Killer 2019), are
often not able to detect these subtleties. In a preliminary experiment with a test set of
15 positive and negative reviews for each dataset, TextBlob correctly identified all 15
positive English reviews and 13 positive German reviews, but only 8 negative English
and 6 negative German reviews. With precision rates of 68.18 and 59.09 percent, we
decided to implement an alternative approach using word embeddings to define the
positive and negative poles of evaluative language in the specific context of historical
reviews.

From a linguistic point of view, the evaluative language to be detected is an instance
of appraisal (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014, Martin and White 2007). To be able to
include not only explicit evaluative expressions on the word-level (e.g. “this is an
excellent novel”) but also more implicit forms of appraisal (e.g. the positive connotation
of “Gestalt” and negative connotation of “Geschöpf” described by Du and Mellmann
2019, 13) we ascribe words a value that represents their similarity to explicit evaluative
expressions by calculating their distances in word embeddings.

JCLS 1 (1), 2022, 10.48694/jcls.95 9
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Figure 4: Distribution of sentiment scores across reviews in English journals.

Adapting an approach to sentiment analysis suggested by Jacobs (2019), we define the
reference points by using what Jacobs calls “label words”. However, in contrast to Jacobs,
who uses a theoretically and empirically tested set of emotion words, we use manually
compiled lists of evaluative words that stood out as especially positive or negative in a
close reading of a sample set of reviews.5

We then generated word2vec embeddings (Mikolov et al. 2013) for both languages,
using the corpora and reviews as textual basis. For each manually determined label
word, we added the words that were the most similar in the word embeddings6 to the
respective lists of positive or negative label words. Then, we filtered both the label

5. Positive label words for English: excellent, admirable, estimable, exemplary, invaluable, incomparable, superb,
outstanding, wonderful, perfect, superior, worthy, fine, exceptional, skillful, masterful, extraordinary, impressive, notable,
noteworthy;
Negative label words for English: terrible, grievous, hideous, ghastly, disgusting, unfavourable, disagreeable, distaste-
ful, error, fault, unpleasant, imprudent, unlikely, undesirable, unreasonable, absurd, offensive, unsuitable, questionable,
disconcerting;
Positive label words for German: anziehend, genial, geistreich, angemessen, wahr, poetisch, gelungen, ästhetisch,
originell, künstlerisch, edel, großartig, dichterisch, meisterhaft, wertvoll, tadellos, wahrhaft, ideal, echt, hervorragend;
Negative label words for German: misform, überspannt, dürftig, seltsam, schädlich, unfertig, frech, enttäuschung,
schwäche, tadel, simpel, übertrieben, überflüssig, fehler, niedrig, grauenhaft, umständlich, oberflächlich, mittelmäßig,
unnatürlich.
6. As the German word model is less stable, we only used the two most similar words, while for the English
model, we were able to include the ten most similar words.
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Figure 5: Distribution of sentiment scores across reviews in German journals.

words and newly added similar words according to the following criteria: With our
approach, a focus on evaluative language on the word-level seems most practicable,
which is why we excluded all word classes but adjectives and nouns. As an additional
prerequisite, we only included words which appear more frequently in the reviews than
in our corpora. By doing so, wemodel the particular register of reviews and thus exclude
words predominantly used in the plot descriptions. Finally, to ensure some degree of
generalizability, we only included words that belong to the 10,000 most frequent nouns
and adjectives in all reviews.

After applying these limitations to the lists, we performed an affinity propagation
clustering algorithm for both positive and negative evaluative words. This is necessary
because all evaluative words are relatively close to each other in the word embeddings
and combining positive and negative words helps to identify stable and unambiguous
clusters. Then, we manually chose the most representative clusters to define the positive
and negative poles of evaluation, represented by the centroid of each of these clusters.
Based on the centroids, we calculated the cosine similarities between the positive and
negative clusters and each word that belongs to the 10,000 most frequent adjectives
or nouns more typically used in reviews. By subtracting the normalized sum of the
negative similarities from the normalized sum of the positive similarities, we determined
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whether a specific word is closer to the positive or negative cluster centroids.

Compared to TextBlob, our ad hoc SentiArt approach performs better at recognizing
negative reviews: 12 out of 15 English and 10 out of 15 German negative reviews in the
test set were attributed correctly. However, the SentiArt implementation performs worse
for positive reviews, correctly identifying 9 positive English and 8 positive German
reviews. The distributions across reviews from different journals in Figure 4 and 5
show that the SentiArt approach generally produces more negative scores, especially for
English reviews. To make use of the strengths of both implementations, we conducted
the analyses separately with the scores from the TextBlob and SentiArt approaches, as
well as with a combination of both.

5.2 Text Features

Based on two publications surveying text features in stylistic and authorship attribution
studies (Lagutina et al. 2019; Stamatatos 2009), we considered several textual levels
for extracting features which are generally associated with a text’s quality, complexity,
and distinctiveness. The feature selection builds, however, also on more theory-based
grounds since complexity and distinctiveness can be linked to a text’s reception. A
less complex text might have been written with a non-expert as the intended reader
in mind, and might consequently appeal to a broader audience. A text’s distance to
other texts and position within the corpus can cause positive reactions (because the
text is innovative and exciting) or negative reactions (because it exceeds the audience’s
horizon of expectation). An overview of all features is presented in Table 1.

Due to the limited size of our corpora, we split the texts into chunks of 200 sentences
and calculated the features for each chunk, treating it as a separate document. This lead
to some loss of data since we excluded a text’s last section if it was too short to constitute
a full chunk. Not all features can be calculated for chunks; the semantic features (see
Table 1) need to be calculated for a whole document because they are measures of
the distance between chunks. If a feature’s nature permitted that it was calculated for
chunks (here called chunk-type features, as opposed to document-type features), we
also calculated it for whole texts, treating the entire text as a single chunk. This way, we
obtained two datasets: the chunk-based dataset, which contains the chunk-type features
for each chunk, and the document-based dataset which contains the document-type
features plus the chunk-type features calculated on the whole texts. We combined these
two datasets in two ways: First, the document-based dataset was left unchanged and
combined with the average across the chunks of a text in the chunk-based dataset. For
the second dataset, the document-type features were copied and added to the chunk-
based dataset of each respective text. We refer to the first combined dataset as the
document plus averaged chunks dataset and to the second as the chunks plus copied document
dataset.

For the feature extraction on the level of characters, we included the ratio of various
special signs (punctuation marks, whitespaces, uppercase letters, commas, exclamation
and question marks), while on the word-level, we used the ratio of unique uni-, bi-, and
trigrams as well as the type-token-ratio as measures of lexical diversity, and the uni-,
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Table 1: Text features.

Chunk-type Document-type

Character Character frequency
Ratio of punctuation marks
Ratio of whitespace
Ratio of exclamation marks
Ratio of question marks
Ratio of commas
Ratio of uppercase letters

Lexical Type-token ratio
𝑛-grams

Ratio of unique unigrams
Ratio of unique bigrams
Ratio of unique trigrams
Unigram entropy
Bigram entropy

Ba
si
c
te
xt

fe
at
ur
es

Trigram entropy
Corpus distance

Unigram corpus distance
Selective unigram corpus distance
Bigram corpus distance
Trigram corpus distance

Semantic Intra-textual variance
Stepwise distance
Outlier score
Overlap score

D
is
tin

ct
iv
en

es
s

Syntactic Tag distribution
Production rule distribution

Tag unigrams
Tag bigrams
Tag trigrams

Text Length Average number of words per sentence
Maximum number of words per sentence
Average word length
Average paragraph length
Chunk text length

C
om

pl
ex
ity

Other Flesch reading ease score
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bi-, and trigram entropy.7

Established features in stylistic analyses such as tf-idf, bag-of-words representations,
and 𝑛-gram frequencies (Lagutina et al. 2019) have the disadvantage that every word
or 𝑛-gram constitutes an individual feature, leading to high-dimensional datasets on
which classifiers easily overfit. As an alternative, we developed a measure called corpus
distance, which is the cosine distance between a text’s word frequency or 𝑛-gram fre-
quency vector and the average word frequency or 𝑛-gram frequency vector of the rest of
the corpus. We calculated the corpus distance for uni-, bi-, and trigrams. To account
for named entities – as, for example, names of people or places that are unique to the
story – an 𝑛-gram had to occur in at least two corpus texts to contribute to the distance.
We also added a second version of the unigram corpus distance, where a word had to
occur in at least 5 percent but no more than 50 percent of the documents, with the goal
of finding words that are particular to selective writing styles.

To account for a text’s semantic complexity, we used four measures introduced by
Cranenburgh, Dalen-Oskam, and Zundert for computing different concepts of distance
between the chunks of a text (2019). We calculated each of them with both document
embeddings (Le and Mikolov 2014) and sentence BERT (SBERT) embeddings (Reimers
and Gurevych 2019). Intra-textual variance measures how similar the individual chunks
are to the average of all chunks making up a document, the centroid, while stepwise
distance is a measure of the distance between successive chunks. The outlier and overlap
scores look at the similarity to other works in the corpus. The former is the smallest
distance between the centroid and another document’s centroid, while the latter is the
share of chunks belonging to other documents among the 𝑘 chunks that are nearest to
the centroid, with 𝑘 being the number of chunks in the text.

We also included features on the syntactic text level. Using the Natural Language
Processing (NLP) library spaCy for Python, we tagged the words in each text with their
part-of-speech (POS) and counted the number of single tags as well as the number of
two or three tags occurring subsequently, here called the tag bigrams and tag trigrams.
“ADJ-NOUN-VERB”, for example, is such a tag trigram, which means that an adjective
followed by a noun which is in turn followed by a verb occurs in the text. Due to the
number of possible combinations, we included only the frequency of the 100 most
common tag 𝑛-grams. The production rule distribution served as another syntactic
feature, but is available only for the English texts. A production rule is the pattern
according to which one grammatical part of a sentence is followed by another part. We
used NLTK, a different Python NLP library, and included the frequency of the 100 most
common production rules.

The average word length, average andmaximum number of words in a sentence, average
length of a paragraph and text length of a chunk are measures for the general complexity
of the text. Combining average word length measured in syllables and average sentence
length in words, the Flesch reading ease score accounts for how challenging it is to
read a text (Flesch 1948). As previous research has indicated that there is a negative

7. Entropy is a measure of the information content of a sequence of symbols (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto
1999; Bentz et al. 2017). If a sequence consists mostly of one symbol, the sequence’s information content is
low. If the symbols making up the sequence are distributed uniformly, the entropy is highest. 𝑛-gram entropy
is a measure of how uniformly a text’s uni-, bi-, or trigrams are distributed.
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correlation between readability and literary success (Ashok et al. 2013), we assume
that the underlying complexity affects a text’s perceived difficulty and consequently its
popularity with broader audiences.

5.3 Prediction

To test if historical reception is dependent on text features, we trained three classifiers:
(1) a classifier predicting whether a text had been reviewed, (2) a classifier determining
if the review’s sentiment was positive, neutral, or negative, and finally (3) a classifier
predicting if a text had been featured in a library catalog. Then,we also tried to predict the
review sentiment with a regression. To find the optimal combination of parameters, we
ran a nested cross-validation for each of the four tasks, where the outer cross-validation
evaluated the models selected by the inner cross-validation.

5.3.1 Model Selection

Since we had different options for models, model parameters, and features, we ran a grid
search to find the combinations that achieved the highest performance for each of the
four tasks (binary and multi-class classification, catalog classification, and regression).
Due to the small size of the dataset, it was not possible to reserve a part of the data to
evaluate the performance of the selected models. Testing models on data which they
were not trained on is important because the model that performed best during training
might be overfit to the data. Overfitting can only be assessed with an independent
dataset.

Instead, we trained and tested the models by splitting the data into five folds and then
running five separate inner cross-validations, each using a different fold for evaluation
and the remaining four folds as the training data. This nested cross-validation allowed
us to use all data for training the models while having independent test data. For each
inner cross-validation, the data was again split into five folds, the models were trained
on four of the folds and evaluated on the fifth fold, and finally the model with the
best average performance across the five inner folds was selected. This model was then
trained again using all data from the four folds of the outer cross-validation on which
the inner cross-validation was run, and then evaluated on the fifth fold. The downside
of this approach is that each of the five inner cross-validations selected a different model,
and the final predicted values are a combination of the predictions of five different
models.

To avoid overfitting to an author’s writing style instead of learning the textual fea-
tures that might be connected with a text’s positive reception, all works written by an
individual author were put into the same fold.

Besides the task-specific models and parameters further detailed below (see Section
5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3), we ran a separate nested cross-validations for the document-
based dataset, the chunk-based dataset, and the two combinations of the two datasets
(see Section 5.2). As an additional measure against overfitting, we tested whether the
performance increased if we excluded either the tag distribution or the production rule
distribution (which is only available for English) or both from the features since each of
them amounted to 100 columns in the dataset.
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Figure 6: Distribution of aggregated sentiment scores for both corpora.

After running separate cross-validations for each feature combination, we selected the
final best models by first finding the best models for each feature combination per fold of
the outer cross-validation. Then, we chose the models associated with the feature level
that had the highest mean validation score across all folds of the inner cross-validation.

5.3.2 Classification

As a first step, we tested if we could predict whether a text had been reviewed or
not. The existence of a review is, as described in Section 4, the result of an evalua-
tive selection decision by contemporaries, which means that even if the review was
negative, the literary text generated enough attention to be reviewed. By the same
logic, the inclusion in a circulating library catalog is also an indicator of interest by
the broad public. Therefore, we used the same approach for classifying a text ac-
cording to whether it had been included in a circulating library catalog. In the next
step, we ran a classification with four classes to predict not only if a text had been
reviewed, but also if the sentiment of the review(s) had been positive, negative, or
neutral.
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We tested the performance of two classifiers, SVM and XGBClassifier, and a selection
of options for their respective parameters.8 SVMs are algorithms that fit a hyperplane
which separates the data points belonging to different classes. XGBoost is a Python
machine learning library that uses decision tree ensembles to make predictions.9 We
only tested the document-based dataset and document plus averaged chunks dataset,
since using chunk-level features would mean that the chunks making up a text could be
placed into different classes. The results of a chunk-level classification would be even
more difficult to interpret for multi-class classifications, since one would have to justify
how severe the misclassifications into the different classes are relative to each other.

We used a combination of the scores from SentiArt and TextBlob, where only texts with
clearly positive TextBlob-scores or clearly negative SentiArt-scores were labeled as either
positive or negative and all others as neutral10 (see Figure 6). If a text had been reviewed
multiple times, we aggregated the class assignments so that each text had only one label
in the end. Texts that had both positive and negative reviews were excluded from the
dataset, which was the case for six texts in the English corpus and for three texts in
the German corpus. If a text had neutral and positive or neutral and negative reviews,
we assigned the dominant label, and the more extreme one if both labels were equally
frequent. We only included texts that were published between the year of the earliest
review and the last year for which we surveyed literary magazines, so that texts that
had no chance of being reviewed did not distort the classification. For the library catalog
classification, we left out any text that was published after the last year for which we
had searched the catalogs.

Due to the inclusion of the non-reviewed texts, the data contained approximately twice
as many non-reviewed texts as reviewed texts. In addition, due to the exclusion of texts
if they had contradicting reviews and the tendency of reviews to be positive, our data
was heavily imbalanced for the multi-class classification and negatively reviewed texts
were especially underrepresented. The number of reviewed texts in each class after
filtering for publication years is shown in Table 2. The majority of English texts were
included in a library catalog, which is why this dataset is also imbalanced (see Table 3,
again filtered for publication year).

In both grid search and evaluation, we accounted for this class imbalance: We used a
stratified cross-validation, meaning that each fold had approximately the same number
of texts from each class (while maintaining that all works by an author were in the same
fold), so that all classes were represented in both the training and test set. We used
balanced accuracy, which is the mean accuracy of each class, thereby giving each class
equal weight as the evaluation metric for the two binary classifications, and the F1 score,
which is the harmonic mean between precision and recall as the evaluation metric for
multi-class classification. Using a macro average, it gives equal weight to each class as
well.

To see if our results were better than chance, we calculated several baselines. As the most
basic baseline, we assigned the most frequent class in every case. For all other baselines,

8. SVM: C. XGBClassifier: max_depth, learning_rate, colsample_bytree.
9. XGBClassifier and XGBRegressor are part of its scikit-learn interface.
10. The thresholds for neutral labels were deduced from the data: For the English reviews, the lowest 12.5
percent of positive and negative scores were labeled as neutral. Because the German reviews aremore clustered
around 0, we used a lower threshold of 6.25 percent.
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Table 2: Number of reviews.

English German

Not reviewed 365 330
Negative 15 10
Neutral 63 86
Positive 113 77

Table 3: Number of texts featured in library catalogs.

English German

Not Featured 93 181
Featured 456 302

we randomly drew from the class labels according to a certain probability. We used
either equal probability or the class frequency as the probability of each class for the two
binary classifications. Analogously, we assigned uniform probability and probability
proportional to the class frequency for the multi-class baseline. Then, we also only
considered the twomost frequent classes and assigned probabilities proportional to their
new frequency in this two-class setting. Finally, we left out the most underrepresented
class and assigned the most frequent one a probability of 0.5 and the other ones of 0.25.

5.3.3 Regression

We ran separate regressions for the TextBlob- and SentiArt-generated scores. If a text
had multiple reviews, we took the average over the sentiment scores of the individual
reviews. Then, we ran another regression with a combination of the scores from the
two tools. As described in the previous section (Section 5.3.2), the scores were split into
classes to label reviews as positive, negative, or neutral. We created the combined score
by taking the TextBlob-scores if they were positive enough for a review to be classified
as positive, the SentiArt-scores if they were negative enough for a review to be classified
as negative, and the average of the two if a review had been labeled as neutral.

We tested Support Vector Regression (SVR) and XGBRegressor as the regression models
and combinations of their respective parameters in the grid search11 along with the
four feature levels. For evaluating the performance of the models, we calculated the
correlation between true and predicted labels with Pearson’s 𝑟, and its 𝑝-value. The
𝑝-value of each tested model was then calculated by taking the harmonic mean of the
𝑝-values across the folds of the respective inner cross-validation (Wilson 2019).

6. Results

6.1 Classification

As described in Section 5.3.1, we dealt with the problem of having only limited data by
implementing a nested cross-validation choosing the feature combination that had the
highest mean score across the folds of the inner cross-validation. For all the classification

11. SVR: C, epsilon. XGBRegressor: max_depth, learning_rate, colsample_bytree.
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Table 4: Crosstab for reviewed/not reviewed classification, English.

Predicted
Not

reviewed Reviewed Total

Not reviewed 259 106 365

Tr
ue Reviewed 26 165 191

Total 285 271 556

Table 5: Crosstab for reviewed/not reviewed classification, German.

Predicted
Not

reviewed Reviewed Total

Not reviewed 227 103 330

Tr
ue Reviewed 72 101 173

Total 299 204 503

tasks, using only the document-based dataset was the best choice of features for both
languages. The crosstabs (Table 4 to 9) show how many texts from each class were
predicted to be a specific class.

6.1.1 Reviewed/Not Reviewed

The best models achieved a balanced accuracy of 0.787 (baseline = 0.531) for English
and 0.636 (baseline = 0.539) for German (cf. Table 4 and 5).

6.1.2 Multi-class Classification

The F1 score of the best model for English is 0.406 (baseline = 0.261) and 0.342 (baseline
= 0.244) for German (cf. Table 6 and 7).

6.1.3 Library Catalogs Classification

The balanced accuracy of the predicted labels for English is 0.617 (baseline = 0.510) and
for German 0.539 (baseline = 0.517) (cf. Table 8 and 9).

Table 6: Crosstab for multi-class classification, English.

Predicted
Not

reviewed Negative Neutral Positive Total

Not reviewed 265 3 45 52 365
Negative 6 3 1 5 15

Tr
ue

Neutral 15 2 23 23 63
Positive 44 5 23 41 113
Total 330 13 92 121 556
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Table 7: Crosstab for multi-class classification, German

Predicted
Not

reviewed Negative Neutral Positive Total

Not reviewed 222 6 54 48 330
Negative 6 0 2 2 10

Tr
ue

Neutral 38 0 27 21 86
Positive 26 0 18 33 77
Total 292 6 101 104 503

Table 8: Crosstab for library catalogs classification, English.

Predicted
Not

featured
Featured Total

Not featured 53 40 93

Tr
ue Featured 153 303 456

Total 206 343 549

Table 9: Crosstab for library catalogs classification, German.

Predicted
Not

featured
Featured Total

Not featured 91 90 181

Tr
ue Featured 128 174 302

Total 219 264 483

6.2 Regression

The highest significant correlation coefficient from the cross-validation, or the highest
coefficient if none was significant, are reported in Table 10. In Figure 7, the true and the
predicted scores are plotted against each other.

Unlike for the classification, there is no consistent best feature combination for all
regression tasks. The chunks plus copied document dataset was the best choice for
English on the SentiArt and TextBlob labels, and the document plus averaged chunks
dataset for the combined labels. For German, the chunks plus copied document dataset
had the best performancewith TextBlob and combined labels, while the document-based
dataset performed best with the SentiArt labels.
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(a) English, SentiArt. (b) German, SentiArt.

(c) English, TextBlob. (d) German, TextBlob.

(e) English, Combined. (f) German, Combined.

Figure 7: Sentiment scores and predicted scores.
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Table 10: Regression results.

English German

SentiArt 0.113*** 0.168**
TextBlob -0.019 -0.111***
Combined 0.015 -0.126***
***𝑝 < 0.01, **𝑝 < 0.05, *𝑝 < 0.1

7. Discussion

In all experiments, our classifiers performed better than the baselines for the three
classification tasks, but only barely so for the library catalog classification with texts in
German. Overall, we were able to achieve better classification results with the English
than the German dataset. For both languages, predicting whether a text had been
reviewed generated accuracy values that exceed the threshold of better-than-chance.
This can be seen as an indication that texts that generate enough interest to receive a
review share certain textual qualities. By suggesting such a relationship, the results may
be seen as a consolidation of the theory presented in previous research (see Heydebrand
and Winko 1996, 99) that the existence of a review alone – may it be positive or negative
– is an important structuring device representing the attention a text attracted. The fact
that a text had been added to a circulating library might be viewed as a similar indicator
of interest by a broad audience. At least for the English texts, our findings indicate that
there are some detectable textual qualities that can be linked to a sparked interest among
the general reading public.

The higher balanced accuracy score for English library catalogs might also be connected
to the distribution of data described in Section 4.2: In contrast to the German dataset,
there is a clear tendency for late 19th and early 20th century catalogs to include contem-
porary texts, which can be assumed to be stylistically more homogeneous. Moreover,
the last two catalogs surveyed are from the same library, Mudie’s, whose owner Charles
Edward Mudie allegedly only advertised books that satisfied his personal moral and
literary standards (Katz 2017, Roberts 2006). It seems plausible that these factors led to
more quantitatively detectable similarities within the set of texts advertised in library
catalogs and therefore to a higher balanced accuracy score.

In general, the prediction of in- or exclusions in circulating library catalogs is, with its bal-
anced accuracy values of 0.617 and 0.539, less conclusive than the prediction of reviews.
On a first glance, these differences in the classification success are surprising: The data
distribution for both reviews and circulating library catalogs is similarly imbalanced;
the diverging results might therefore be linked to habitual aspects of the two literary
institutions. While circulating library catalogs reflect the multi-faceted and inconsistent
interests of the public, the selective decisions that lead to a text being reviewed in a
literary journal are more concise and uniform. In other words, the selective decisions of
a smaller group of expert readers seem to be easier to predict than those based on the
expected popularity with a more diverse group of lay readers.

The low correlation coefficients of the best model with 0.113 for English and 0.168 for
German texts show that even with our adapted SentiArt approach, there is only a very
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weak correlation between the measured sentiment in reviews and textual markers of
the reviewed texts. Due to this weak effect, we did not further analyze the contribution
of individual features. Reasons for why combining the scores generated by the two
tools leads to low and non-significant correlation coefficients could be inadequately set
thresholds for switching from one tool to the other or the usage of average values for
neutral reviews.

The mean validation scores across the folds of the inner cross-validations are close to the
evaluation scores on the test data of the outer folds for the classification tasks, while they
are a lot higher than the evaluation scores for the regression tasks. The best regression
models in the inner cross-validation do not generalize well on new data and seem to
overfit to the training data.

8. Conclusion

Modeling historical reception requires a dataset that encodes literary contexts by com-
bining texts with complementary information on how they were received by their
contemporaries. By operationalizing the theoretical framework suggested by Heyde-
brand and Winko (1996), we were able to formalize a text’s reception by experts, as well
as its popularity with audiences. Differentiating these two levels of literary evaluation
allows a more detailed analysis of historical reception and lays the ground work for
future research on synchronic reading, diachronic canonization, and their interplay.

A conclusion of our findings is difficult due to the limited amount of available data.
Historical literary data is scarce, and a larger dataset might have led to different results.
Based on this data-rich literary history dataset, predicting review sentiment from texts
alone proved to be successful only to a very limited extent. We had better success
predicting whether literary works had been reviewed or not: There seem to be certain
text qualities that make it more likely that a reviewer will pay attention and choose to
review a text. To some degree, such a relationship between textual markers and selective
decisions can also be detected when examining texts featured in circulating library
catalogs. As circulating libraries cater to a more diverse group of readers, we assume
that diverging interests represented in the catalogs could be responsible for the lower
balanced accuracy values.

The low predictability of reception along with the limited predictability of a text’s
canonization status, which we have shown in a previous publication (Brottrager et al.
2021), indicate that the assessment of historical novels and narratives by contemporaries
as well as by a modern expert audience are mainly not due to measurable textual
qualities, but the result of a complex interplay of selection and interpretation processes
which are influenced by both literary and non-literary factors (Rippl and Winko 2013;
Winko 2002).

Generally, our ad hoc SentiArt approach has proven to be useful for the sentiment anal-
ysis of historical reviews because it was – in comparison to the established TextBlob
tool – more adept at identifying the particularities of evaluative language in reviews,
as, for example, the implicitness and vagueness of negative comments. We will work
on fine-tuning the word embeddings to increase the accuracy of the approach in the
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detection of positive reviews. Additionally, it seems reasonable to add a time component
to our approach: Our corpora comprise texts from a time span of over 200 years. During
this time, the market for and the status of literature changed dramatically, as did the
expectations of different generations of audiences and literary experts. These historical
shifts in readers’ and reviewers’ perspectives are not yet accounted for in our experi-
ments, and we assume that all reviews express a certain sentiment in reaction to the
same textual features. By extracting period-specific evaluation words and computing
period-specific evaluation scores, we could account for these changes in perception,
reception, and expectations.

9. Data Availability

Corpora, reviews, metadata, trained word embeddings, and sentiment scores can be
accessed via https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19672410.v1.

10. Software Availability

The scripts are available at https://github.com/sta-a/jcls_reception.
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